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PREFACE

This Memorandum describes a model developed to analyze the Repair

Level Decision (RLD) process. It was developed to satisfy a require-

ment of the joint AFLC-TAC project PACER TACK. This project is being

conducted to examine methods and costs associated with improving the

mobility of the recently reorganized Tactical Fighter Wings.

The Preliminary RLD Analysis Model (PRAM) is designed to examine

the cost trade-offs that can be made in doing parts repair in the field

or at a centralized location. The current model is an extension of the

analysis suggested in H. S. Campbell, Initial Support Planning: Problems

and Methods, The RAND Corporation, RM-3845-PR, September 1963. The model

is currently programmed for the JOSS time-sharing system but can be easily

traislated to other computer operations.

The model has been made available to the PACER TACK project at Ogden

Air Materiel Area and has been briefed to AF personnel from Hq OOkMA,

Hq AFLC and Hq TAC. Comments and suggestions received from these sources

have been incorporated in the final version of PRAM included iv an

Appendix to this Memorandum
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SUMMOARY

The Preliminary Repair Level Decision Analysis Model (PRAM)

described in this Memorandum was developed to examine some of the cost

trade-offs that exist between Aerospace Ground Equipment (AGE) and

recoverable end items. Recoverable spare parts can be repaired in the

field at base level or at a centralized (depot) location. This model

provides a straightforward method of organizing the relevant cost and

item data into sets of cost aggregates and item levels for convenient

comparison and analysis.

The model is intended for use when trade-off sensitivity testing

is indicated. Its use is not appropriate for evaluating AGE that is

required to support flight operations. In aggregating the costs used

in the comparison, two cases of repairability are considered. Both

involve the relative costs of support with and without the AGE at base

level. In the case without AGE, the model aggregates the cost of

spares stock levels, the cost of shipment to and from the depot and

the cost of depot repair. These costs can be compared with the costs

incurred in a support system with base AGE, which includes the cost

of AGE itself, a smaller stock level of end items, the costs of ship-

ment to and from a depot at a smaller rate, the cost of repair at both

depot and base in the proper proportion, and all other costs associated

with repair in the field. The results are presented in two modes, one

mode employs an optimal inventory leveling technique to develop the

alternative stock levels. This method enables the user to make a

direct comparison of costs since the performance of the two alternatives

has been equalized through a uniform backorder policy criterion.

The other mode portrays the comparison when current Air Force

stock leveling policies are employed to develop the alternative stock

levels. In tis mode, no attempt is made to equate system perfor-

mance. As a consequence, it may be difficult to interpret cost dif-

ferences.

Using the model as an evaluation device, the Memorandum includes

a brief parametric analysis. The examples include an examination of
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the sensitivity of cost to demand rate and NRTS (Not Reparable This

Station) rates as well as the interaction between demand rate and the

end-item/AGE cost ratios.

In the final portion of the Memorandum, some of the problems of

cost allocations are discussed a3 well as strategies for employing

the model. The concept of aggregating AGE units into shop sets is

recommended whenever joint use problems are encountered. In this

case, where one piece of AGE services multiple end items, the analysis

can be made by apportioning the AGE cost over the end items according

to the demand that each places on the AGE and summing the results of

the individual calculations. Appendix A contains a JOSS program for

the model; Appendix B contains an example of the JOSS product; and

Appendix C contains a series of products illustrating a cost alloca-

tion method.

1.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This Memorandum deals with some specific aspects of the Air Force's

Repair Level Decision (RLD) management system. It describes a model

that was developed to systematically organize and evaluate sone of the

ccst, repair, AGE (Aerospace Ground Equipment), and item data that

provide the basis for evaluating a range of rational RLD policies.

BACKGROUND

Other RAND Memoranda and Air Force test programs have provided

mnuch background and information on the same subject matter. The de-

cision process itself is fundamental to the logistics posturt of each

new system introduced into the weapons inventory and to the long-range

requirement for support resources of all types--personnel, iacilities,

equipment, and spare parts. Each part of a new weapon must be evaluated

during the design and testing processes to determine first, whether it

should be tepaired or not, and then where the repair should be done--

in the field or at some central location. Most decisions affect more

than one part and more than one set of resources. In some instances,

the end system is designed to a set of concepts that preset the direction

of the repair decisions. Certain systems or systems of the weapon must

achieve specific operational objecti'es (e.g., minimum tur!, around times,

self-test features, etc.), and thus the logistics environment is defined,

and as a consequence, these requirements tend to dominate other cost-

benefit considerations. In other systems, trade-offs can he evaluated

which highlight the accommodations that can be worked out between opera-

tional and cost-effective support postures. It is with this latter set

of conditions that the model presented herein is concerned.

The basic decision process was discussed by H. S. Campbell in

Initial Support Planning: Problems and Method3, The RAND Corporation,

RM-3845-PR, September 1963. The method of evaluation suggested in this

Memorandum provides the point of departure for the !evelopment of a host

of methods for making the RLD evaluation.

Preceding Page Blank
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In 1966-1967, the AFLC and PACAF jointly conducted Project PACER

(LOGGY) SORT, a special overseas repair test. One of the objectives

of this test was to obtain data on which to evaluate some of the con-

sequences of the RLD in the context of AFR 66-27, Base Self-Sufficiency

Program. This regulation, which reads in part, "The USAF maintenance

objective is to achieve maximum maintenance at the organizational and

field level," had provided the background for most of the maintenance

concepts developed up to the time of the test. The test objectives

of the reevaluation of this concept and the development of "optimal"

field maintenance concepts as an alternative, led to the present evalu-

ation of the RLD being conducted as a part of Project PACER TACK. The

overall objective of this project is an evaluation of a reorganized,

highly mobile, tactical fighter wing. It is obvious that the RLD,

defining as it does the place where repair will take place, can have

a large impact on the mobility of any tactical unit. The RLD must

therefore include a specific ccnsideration of the consequences of

mobility requirements in the development of decision alt:ernatives.

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS, RESOURCES, AND COSTS

Decisions on the addition or placement of AGE with an operating

unit must be primarily influenced by the necessity to meet its flyih~g

and fighting mission. Thus, the equipment to preflight, fuel, arm,

recovei, and postflight aircraft must always be made available. To

the extent that some of these requirements have colateral capability

and availability to accomplish field maintenance and parts repair is

a bonus value. In considering a unit of AGE or a shop set of AGE then,

the requirement for its role in meeting the flying requirement must

transcend any cost-effectiveness value that could be developed for it.

In other words, a cost analysis of the type performed by the PRAM model

is meaningfUl only when applied to situations in which the option of

accomplishing repair function either in the field or at depot is avail-

able.
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A secoud consideration is whether the AGE can be used in isolation

or must be part of an integrated shop facility. In the RM-3845 analysis,

it was found to be practical Lo aggregate AGE units to a repair facility

or shop level and make an effectiveners evaluation on the basis of the

shop. When mobility is explicitly con.idered in the evaluation, this

concept may become less practical and a piece-by-piece evaluation may

be appropriate. Hence, PRAM is applied w4.th the assumption that an ArE

item can be useful by itself. If the joint-use characteristics of AGE

items are pronounced, then the aggregate approach of RM-3845 or some

modified application of PRAM as discussed on p. 25 should be considered.

MOBILITY CONSIDERATIONS

A separate issue can also be evaluated--the decision with respect

to the movement of a particular AGE or repair capability on a specific

deployment. This issue is distinct from the decision of whether or not

to provide the equipment to do field level repair at all. One could

state that the RLD decision itself must consider the number of deploy-

ments that could be expected over the life of the weapon, and hence,

consider as a cost either the number of times the weight represented

by the AGE and its support equipment or, alternatively, the number of

times the spares in the WRSK must be moved. Since this cannot be

specifically forecast, however, and since the spares-AGE weight trade-

off is not critical unless the number of deployments becomes large,

this subject is not central to the primary RLD process.

The RLD model presented here can be used to assess a single unit's

deployment strategies with respect to the movement of a given repair

capability. This deployment decision can be evaluated for a given

squadron or wing--once the AGE has been made available after an RLD

decision process. The deployed-units demand rate for an end item can

be evaluated in the item stockage-AGE trade-off mode. From the product,

a decision about whether to deploy with or without the AGE can be made.

In this type of evaluation, the cost of the AGE can be set to zero,

since the AGE is already available, and the only repair capability costs

that are germane are those concerned with transportation (weight and rate)

and AGE operations (power, shelter, spares, etc.).

I
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ELDIENTS IN MHE EVALUATION

AGE provides test and repair capability. If we want to determine

the marginal value of this capfbility, we must place a value on the

output the capability produce,. and make some estimate of the costs of

putting the capability into operation. If the operational value ex-

ceeds or nearly equals the cost in a gi-en scenario, then we must make

a repair level decision in favor of addinC the capability.

The problem of determining the elements of value and cost is, at

the outset, no easy task. Many items that should be considered cannot

be quantified, and even those that can may take on values highly depen-

dent on the time horizon that is being used to make the evaluation.

High initial costs can be washed out if a sufficiently long evaluation

period is used. Many day tG day operations have not been bubjected to

detailed cost studies, and therefore cannot be explicitly considered.

Many that have, are in reality joint cost cperations, and hence, any

allocatio scheme that may apportion costs on an item basis must be

arbitrary, and is subject to conflicting interpretations.

Despite these problems, it Js possible to list the elements that

may have a bearing on the RI. process, and it is possible to build a

logical grouping of costs and benefits (a model) to make a meaningful

evaluation. Below, we list some of the elements that must be evaluated

as a cost or gain from the addition of an AGE unit of capability to

any operating environment.

THE BENEFITS

1. Added Flexibility. This element is difficult to quantify;
however, additional capability always provides the materiel
manager with an increase in the range of options available
in any maintenance situation. With the added capability,
he not only has the option to send materiel off-base for
repair and to get off-base support, but he can do the job
locally and, in a sense, control his own response
possibilities.

2. Greater Responsiveness. The value of response can be
quantified in the case of end item stock level reductions.
Techniques have been developed to estimate the value of a
day of stock thrc ghout a network of bases and the support



system, If the base is more responsive in producing

scrviceable parts because of base repair capability, this is

ai meaningful gain. In addition, a local repair capability

may piovide support when external sources are cut off or

restricted because of tactical conditions. The base materiel

manager with a repair capability can control the response

of his system by expediting or deferring to meet the

operational requirements of any situation.

3. Reducd Recoverable Item Inventories. Techniques are now

available to compute the stock savings possible from an

enhanced luase repair capability. Reduced inventories are

particularly important when dealing with high-cost, high-Idemand items. Whenever inventories can be reduced, savings

occur in transportation and holding oosrs. Initial invest-

ment cost savings are one-time savings, but transportation
and holding cost elements (including obsolescence and storage

costs) are recurring for the life of the system.

4. Other Savings. By doing work in the field, work may be avoided

or eliminated completely at depot level. When this happens,

I the costs of packing, crating, handling and loss in shipment

are reduced. The need for the continued employment of a

scarce airlift capability for resupply purposes may be

minimized. Airlift will be required for the deployment

operation only and, Lo a large extent, the repair capability

develops true base self-sufficiency.

In summary, the dollar savings attributed to the capability AGE

provides are primarily in the investment and transportation areas.

If these are not dominant in any analysis, the balancing factor may

always be the increased flexibility and more controllable response

that the AGE provides the deployed unit.

THE COSTS

There are a wide range of elements that can be quantified on the

cost side of the coin. Some are important in all situations and some

only when deployments to bare bases are considered. Many involve

joint cost allocation decisions and are not clear cut with respect

to any one unit of AGE. In this area, it probably would be practical

to consider AGE and end items by shop set, and thus avoid many

R. M. Paulson, H. S. Campbell, and D. M. Landi, An Analysis of

Peacetime Resupply Response Requirements in the European Theater (1966),

The RAND Corporation, RM-5681-PR, July 1968.
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allocation questions. The more important cost elements include the

followiig

1. AGE Costs. These charges are specific to any evaluation.
The method of application may be tempered by joint cost-
allocations procedures and amortization schedules--both
of which are arbitrary. However, there is a real one-time
system expenditure for the AGE that must be absorbed i
the cost model. In some instances, the AGE also requires
support and calibration equipment for useful service. The
cost of these supporting resources must be allocated Lo the
end-item of AGE when making the evaluation.

2. Personnel Costs. This cost is difficult to quantify. If
more than just a remove-and-replace maintenance policy is
implied by the utilization of a repair capability supplied
by the AGE, there may be additional personnel costs.
Generally speaking, higher skill levels are required to
do a repair job, and as a consequence, both more personnel
and higher ratings are required. In addition, there is
the cost of the additional personnel overhead required
to support the increments of personnel added. This over-
head includes messing, medical, recreation, welfare, and
security services. The costing of these incremental per-
sonnel is further complicated because skilled personnel
can be used in a wide variety of jobs and joint cost allo-
cations must be made. The net of all these cost considera-
tions must be utilized in making the cost-benefits analysis.

3. Facilities Costs. The cost of the facilities needed to
suoport the AGE evaluation may be another joint costing
problem. Facilities include requirements for shelter,
power, and environmental control. Most AGE for parts
repair require some or all of these facilities, and it
is probably most convenient to deal with these item
costs in shop sets. In many instances, it 1& possible
that the cost of support fa-ilities will dominate the
AGE costs. Amortization schedules can have an effect
on the application of these costs to the AGE evaluation,

4. Spares Support. With the addition of a iepair capability,
it becomes ne, ssary to stock both spare parts to support
the repair operation and spare parts to support the AGE
and the required facilities and calibration equipment.
These spares must be transported and stocked at the opera-
ting base and thus are costs that must be charged to the
system evaluation. While no additional repair parts will
be consumed in the item repair system, addicional spares
support will be needed to support the multiechelon aspects
of the stock control system and to support the additional
AGE and facilities deployments. These marginal costs will

be difficult to determine.
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5. Technical Dsta Requirements This is probably a minor
item in the cost analysis framework. For each end item
and piece of AGE added to a de-loyed repair facility,
however, there must be an accompanying increment of
technical data. This data can add both costs and weight
to any deployment scheme. Over a long period of time,

the ruintenance of the currency of the data can be a
difficult administrative task.

6. Transportation Costs. In general, the overall trans-
portation costs will be less for the self-sufficient
system than for the centralized support system. The
AGE, facilities, personnel, data, and spares support
must be transported to the deployed base with the initial

support increment, however, or the planned support opera-
tion may not be realized. This may strain the deployment
resource application schedule even though it is a cost-

effective method of operation. The system evaluator must
consider these deploymcitt problems when assessing model
results.

7. Other Considerations. Things more difficult to quantify

include such elements as POL for power supplies, security
for repair operations, additional requirements for cooling
water, and facilities vulnerability.

All the cost elements discussed above require some invesLigaclom

by the decisionmaker to determine first, if they should be considered,

and next, if they affect the evaluation process. The next section

includes a proposal for an RLD evaluation model. Most of the elements

discussed above are included. In addition, the model uses an optimal

inventory technique to determine the effect of the repair capability

on stock levels. In the final section, we will discaiss some methods

for applying the model to both unit and shop set evaluation decisions.



II. THE MODEL

The model developed to perform the straightforward analysis

described here runs on the JOSS system at PAND. The complete program

is listed in the Appendix.

STOCKAGE COSTS UNDER ALTERNATIVE SUPPORT POSTURES

One key element in comparing the total costs of base logistics

support posture with AGE and without AGE is a difference in the stock-

age investment of recoverable items in the two cases. This section

describes a method for computing stock levels for recoverable items

under the alternative assumptions regarding AGE availability.

The basic premise of the proposed method is that it is desirable

for base supply to provide its maintenance customers an equal level of

support whether repair can be accomplished at base or not. Since it

is implicit in our analysis that base repair time is shorter than the

order and shipping time from depot stock, one can expect that base

supply would be able to provide service of equal quality with less

stockage of spares when AGE is at base than when all repair actions

have to be deferred to depot.

The expected number of Lunits in backorder at a random point in
time is used to measure the degree of support given by base supply.

A statistical interpreta.ion of this measure is as follow.;- Suppose

one goes into base supply a number of times, and each time one counts

the number of units in backorder. The average of these counts gives

a statistical estimate of the expected number of backorders. This

measure has been used in other stockage studies at RAND and was

found to be more desirable than more conventional performance measures

such as fill rate. Our notion of providing the same degree of support

*

JOSS is the trademar' and service mark of The RAND Corporation
for its computer programs ano services using that program.

In the Air torce supply Lerml ology, this is the number of due-
outs to maintenance.

See C. C. Sherbrooke, METRIC: A Multiechelon Technique for
Recoverable Item Control, The RAND Corporation, RM-5078-PR, November
1966.
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is to equate the number of backordered units in one case to that of

another. We feel Lhat this is appropriate because an organization's

(say a squadron's) flying activities, hence its demands for spare

parts, will be the same whether it has AGE or not.

METHOD OF COMUTATION

Let Case I and Case 2 refer to analyses with AGE and without AGE,

respectively. To compute the expected number of backorders for each

case, we need first to calculate their respective average resupply

times, t1 and t2 . In Case 1, a certain proportion (o) ot reparables

will be repaired at base with an average repair time of, say, T, and

the rest will be shipped to depot or other sources in exchange for

serviceable units with an average order and shipping time of, say, T.

Ir Case 2, since AGE is not available, no repair action takes place

ac base and reparables will have to be returned for serviceables from

depot. We then have

t I =rO + (l-y) T,

t 2  T.

Let P(. jX) denote the probability distribution of demand with

mean X, where ), is mean demand per unit time, e.g., a daily demand rate

(DDR). Let B(s) denote the expected number of backorders, which is a

function of a stock level s. The expected backorder functions for

Cases I and 2, B(SI) and B2(a2), are

B1 (a 1 ) " (x-s1 ) p (xIXt 1)

x>9l

B2 (a 2 ) L (x- 2) p (xIXt 2)

x>§2
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The problem of finding those stock levels that will provLde a

same degree of protection to both cases can now be stated concisely

as follows:

Suppose we select c to be the maximum number ot backorders that

we will tolerate. Find the smallest integers sI and s2 such that

B (aI) e and B2(s2) s C .

In other words, we look for the lowest stock levels that will satisfy

the specified backorder condition.

NUMRICAL EXAMPLE

Suppose we set

t, 6.65 days

t 2 =13 days

X = 0.5 units per day.

If we assume that dew-nds follow a Poisson distribution, B (s1 ) and

B2s2) can be P.pressed as follows:

since kt= 3.23 and Nt a b.5,
2

S-3 123
we have Bl(S 3 ) " e'32 (xs)x

xA x

)5 - 6.5x

B 0 e (X-5.
2 22

Li2
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These two functions are tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1

BACKORDER FUNCTIONS

s Bl(Sl) B2 (s 2 )

0 3.32813 6.50000
1 2.36399 5.50150
2 1.51919 4.51278
3 .87300 3.55582
4 .44714 2.66766

5 .20459 1.89134
6 .08405 1.26038
7 .03121 .78690
8 .01054 .45966
9 .00326 .25123

10 .00093 .12862
11 .00024 .06178
12 .00006 .02790
13 .00001 .01187
14 .00000 .00477
15 .00000 .00181

If a selected value of e is 0.1, the solution is sI m 6 and s 2 1.

The backorder functions and the process of finding the desired stock

levels are also depicted in Fig. I.

The computation described in this section is embedded in the JOSS

program described in the remainder of this section.

INPUTS

To get a rapid appraisal of the relative merits of having the end-

item repair performed at base level or at depot level, the analyst must

estimate the following list of inputs:

1. Cost of repair at base in dollars per maintenance man-hour

2. Cost of depot repair in dollars per maintenance man-hour

3. Shipping costs of both AGE and end items in dollars per pound

4. Daily demand rate for the end-item 4

5. Order and shipping time for end-items in days

6. Maximum tolerable backorders
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I 4
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Fig. I -- Expected backordet fLnctions
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7. Cost of a unit end item in dollars

8. Cost of AGE in dollars

9. Expected life span of AGE in years

10. Weight of the AGE in pounds

11. Number of bench-checked-and-repaired actions

12. Number of bench-checked-and-found-serviceable actions

13. Number of NRTS actions

14. Number of condemned actions

1> Mean elapsed time .or bench-checked-and-repaired actions

16. Mean clapsed time for bench-checkcd-an-t'found-serviceable
actions

7-. Weight of unit end items in pounds

18. Mean repair time per job ire man-hours to fix

19. Mean repair time per job in man-hours to condemn or :ind

serviceable

20. Cost of additioral technical data for base parts repair
required for both AGE and end items

21. Weight of additiunal technical data for base parts repair
required in pounds

22. Cost of additional facilities and power for both AGE and
end items in dollars

23. Weight of additional facilities and power in pounds

24. Cost of additional spares for both AGE and end-items in
do.]arr

25. Weight of additional spares in pounds

26. The discount factor

Estimatec of these inputs will be gross, in many cases, since

knowledge, especially with regard to items still in the design stage,

will be less than perfect. Since the model runs so quickly and easily,

however, testing the extreme ranges for the input parameters that have

the highest uncertainty will provide infort ation on how critical the

parameter is.

Nots that the figures asked ior in 11, 12, 13, and 14 will most
likely be derived from either base maintenance data or from contractor
estimates. Since theae figures are uced in the calculations only as

ratios, they may be for any period. 1*
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The model assumes no interaction between the AGE and the multiple

end items it might service. If we coul6 estimate the number of end

items on which the AGE could be used, AGE cost could be allocated to

the individual end items in proportion to the demand that each end

item places on the AGE, and then the costs arrived at by these sub-

calculations could be combined in making the repair ieiel decision.

A numerical example of such a ca.e is gi!en in Sec. III.

OUTPUTS

For each of the two conditions (1) r- AGE available at base i-vel,

i.e., all end-item repair is performed at the depot, and k2) AGE avail-

able at base level, the following five computations are made:

1. Optimal Stock Level. This shows the number of units of
an end item that must be stocked at the base for each
Repair Level Decision. In making this computation, it
is assumed that a Poisson process describes the arrival
rate of demands for the end item at base.

2. Total Stock Cost. The figure here represents the dollar
cost of stocking the required number of units of end-

item at the base under each of the two RLDs.

3. Yearly Operating Costs. The cost of operating the system
under each RLD per year is shown under this heading. It

do s not take into account the shipping cost for the AGE
and, therefore, represents only the ongoing costs after
the equipment has been positioned.

4. Five-Year Operating Cost. This figure gives the rela-
tively long-term costs of the two RLDs expressed in
terms of their present values.

5. Five-Year Total Costs. This figure adds to the five-
year operating costs the stockage cost over that period.

COMP tTAT ION

The number of spares required is computed in the demand portion

of the model as described above. The Stockage Cost displayed in the

second row of the output table is calculated by multiplying the stock

level by the unit cost per item. The yearly system operating costs

are simple unweighted sums of the component costs for the cases of no

AGE at base and AGE at base. For the no AGE instance, we add the cost

of depot repair and the shipping costs and multiply this by the yearly

i
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demand rate for the item. When AGE is available at base level, we

calculate the depot repair costs in the same manner as with no AGE,

but only for Lhe NRTS portion of the demands. We then add to that

cost the base repair costs and the yearly amortization charges for

the AGE involved based on its expected life span. Estimates for the

additional base costs for spares, facilities, and technical data are

also included in this figure. The five-year system costs displayed

in the last line of the output table add five times the yearly opera-

ting costs to the cost of shipping the required end items and, in the

case of base level repair, the cost of shipping the AGE.

The foregoing text is condensed into the following word equations

that describe the calculations performed in the model.

I. Stock Cost = (Stock Level) x (Unit Item Cost).

2. ..ith No AGE: Yearly Operating Cost = (Cost of Depot

Repair per Item + Shipping Costs per Item) x (Yearly

Demand Rate).

3. With AGE Available: Yearly Operating Cost = (Pro-

portion of non-NRTS Item) x (Cost of Base Repair per

Item) x (Yearly Demand Rate) + (Proportion of NRTS

Items) x (Cost of Depot Repair per Item + Shipping

Cost per Item) x (Yearly Demand Rate) + (Yearly

AGE Amortization Cost) + (Additional Yearly Cost

for Spares, Technical Data and Facilities).

4. With No AGE: 5-Year Operating Cost - (Discount
FaLtor* x Yearly Operating Cost with No AGE) +
(Stock Level x Shipping Cost per Item).

5. With AGE Available - 5-year Operating Cost =

(Discount Factor x Yearly Operating Cost with

AGE Available) + (Stock Level x Shipping Cost

per Item) + (Shipping Cost for AGE).

6. Total 5-Year Cost - (5-Year Operating Cost) +

(Stockage Cost).

For this computation, the discount factor applied is [l-1,JI[l-r),

where r is I minus interest rate. This factor is obtainod as follows:

Let C be yearly operating cost. The present value of the 5-year

operating cost is

C + rC + r
2C + r 3C + r4C C C 1-r

1-
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Part 3 ot the JOSS program contains the maJor elements of the

computation aad is largely self-explanatory. A few things, however,

should be pointed out for clarification. The term n(3)/N appears in

b(2) and b(3) because the NRTS portion of the end items must be sent

to repair even with AGE available at the base. The term L x 360,

where it appears, adjusts the computations to supply the yearly figures,

and the term P/y in step 3.22 adds the per-year cost of the AGE based

on the expected life span of the equipment.

All the input data must be inserted at the beginning of a probiem.

Thereafter, a single entry may be charged and the computations redone

with the instruction "Do Part 7." Recomputation and output requires

iess than one minute, making extensive sensitivity testing a relatively

simple matter.

lo facilitate sensitivity testing where a number of parameters

may be changed in the course of a run without having to make inputs

after each output, the following JOSS instructions are indicative of

a method that might be employed:

40.1 a part 41 for L - .05 (.10).35.

41.1 Do part 42 for P - 20,000, 50,000, 125,000.

42.1 Do part 7 for p - 2500(2500)7500.

Do part 40.

The PRAM calculation of the stock level is referred to as

"optimal" in the output format since that is the level required to

provide equal protection under both of the conditions being observed.

Equal protection means that whether the repair is done at base or at

depot, base supply provides the same level of support effectiveness

to the operating squadron. The effectiveness here is measured by the

number of units in back-order at a random point in time. So that a

comparison can be made between the two conditions considered here, we

feel that it is essential to maintain the equal protection concept

when the costs are computed.
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The Air Force, however, does not use the method of computing

stock levels we have specified, but rather applies the rules set down

in Chapter 11, Vol. II, Part 2 of AFM 67-1. Part 8 of the JOSS program

calculates stock levels according to the Chapter 11 formulatiois to

allow a comparison between the two methods if desired. in this case

the output table has an added line giving Lhe figuis for the number

of units in back order in each case, sc that the user can also con-

sider the level of protection being given in miaking the repair level

decision. The parameter "B" (maximum tolerable number of unIts in

back order) in the PRA;C calculations does not apply in this instance.

Appendix B is an example of the product the model produces on

JOSS. While the item parameters used in producing this analysis have

no relevance to any particular item, the example does highlight the

kind of decision dilemma that use of the AFM 6-1 leveling policies

can produce. With the optimal stock level analy .is, the case to pro-

vide the AGE is rather clear cut. It is not clear cut with respect

to the Chapter 11 procedures. Her.' while the costs are !ower, 'he

probability of a unit being back-ordered i-m more than twice as high

in the AGE available case. It is obvious that there is no simple

relationship between cost and back-order rate, and the utility of

this portion of the model product is marginal.

PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS

The following hypothetical examples are given "-o show hr~w the

model can be used. We fixed many of the environment parameters to

conform to what we thought was typical of the Air Force operating

environment as follows: The costs of base and depot level repair

(d(l) and d(2)), were set at $10 and $17, respectively, and the cost of

shipping (d(3)) was set at 10C per pound. Order and shipping time (T)

was set at 14 days, to conform to the overseas operating situation, and

.01 was used as the maximum number oi back-order condition (B).

*i

The model has been programmed for RUSH system users by PACER TACK.
personnel at Hq Ogden Air Materiel Area (OOAMA).
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Eight years was taken as the expected AGE life span (y). The number

of actions for checked-and-repaired, checked-and-found serviceable,

and NRTS (n(l), n(2), and n(3)), were assumed to be 80, 20, and 30.

The mean times for bench-check-and-repair and bench-checked-and-

found-serviceable (a(l) and a(2)) were fixed at 120 and 24 hours,

respectively, and the repair man-hours per job (r) was set at 5 for

boch depot and base repair. The weights cf the end item and of the

AGE are taken to be 25 and 500 pounds, respectively. In the first

example, the variables whose ranges of sensitivity we are testing are

the Daily Demand Rate (L) and the -osts of both the unit and item and

the AGE (p and P). Items 18-23 on the input list above were not con-

sidered and were therefore set to zero.

Figure 2 is a plot of the five-year total cost on the vertical
axis against the Daily Demand Rate and, as might be expected, the

cost increases as the demand goes up. The dotted line is the plot

for all repairs done at the depot, and the four solid lines are plots

that differ according to the cost of the AGE ranging from $25,000 to

$200,000. The end-item cost in all the conditions was $10,000. The

point at which the solid lines cross the dotted line indicates the

demand level that must be anticipated in order for AGE to be econom-

ical at the amount L eprt:fnted by that line. If, for example, the

cost of t± AGE were $50,000, a demand rate of .12 or about 3-1/2 per

month would be necessary to make it worthwhile to have the AGE. If

the demand were lower than this figure, it would be more economical

to perform all repair at the depot. Note that within the range of

the parametars we are considering, nowhere would it be worthwhile to

pay as much as $200,000 for the AGE.

Our second example is directed toward the consideration that

while the presence of AGE allos base level repair of the end item,

a certain portion of there end items will still have to be NRTSed or

One interesting hypothesis that could be made from an analysis
of this type is in connection with the procurement of new AGE. Justi-
fication for the purchase of high-priced AGE requires that the AGE
utilization be high; this might imply that end ite reliability is
low. This hypothesis may be evaluated by Air Force provisioning teams
during the initial provisiouing process.

the ilti*.
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sent back to the depot for repair. The five-year total cost in Fig. 3

is plotted against the NRTS rate, with the costs of the end item and

the AGE set arbitrarily at $10,000 and $100,000. The demand rate was

taken at .30 and the order and shipping time at 14 days. The cost

for not having AGE available, of course, does not change because there

is a l00-percent NRTS rate, represented by the horizontal line at

$150,000. For the AGE case, however, as the NRTS rate increases, the

cost also increases with a crossover point with the No AGE case at

about 19 percent. From looking at this chart it is obvious that the

NRTS rate must be ':ept below 19 percent in order for AGE at base level

to be economically Justifiable.

Anotaer test was run to determine whether the cost of AGE is sen-

sitive to the value of the end item being repaired. The results of

this analysis are described by Fig. 4. The model was run for the three

different end item values shown and for the three demand rates of .05,

.15, and .25 items per day; for each of these nine conditions, a

range of AGE costs was used. The standard costs from AFLCM 375-1 were

used in this test. From the output of the model, we calculated the

cost at which it became more economical to repair at base rather than

at depot. These crossover costs were then transformed into ratios to

display in Fig. 4. As might have been inferred intuitively, as the

demand rate rises, there is a willingness to pay more for the AGE in

each individual case. What is surprising is the striking differences

in how much of in increase can be tolerated as the cost of the end

item gets large. For the $10,000 item and a demand rate of one item

every four days, AqE has to cost almost $750,000 before it becomes

uneconomical to make the repairs at base. This means that if only

economic considerations were taken into account, it would be wrong

to have a general rule of thumb to the effect that cheap items should

be repaired at base and expensive items sent back to the depot. With

rising daily demands for a reparable item, it becomes more advantageous

to make the repair at base, and this rule becomes stronger as the cost

of the item rises.
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III. EVALUATION STRATEGIES

The model, while designed to handle a single item evaluation, can

be varied to satisfy a great range of AGE-item, cost-benefit problems.

By combinations of items, AGE, and facilitieR, many questions involving

joint costs can be resolved. We mentioned some of these problems in

the discussion of costs included as a portion of Sec. I; here, we will

make some specific points.

FACILITIES

Most cost exercises do not specifically consider facilities in

the single-item decision process. This model specifically provides

for these items as variables. On a fixed base for a single item, they

probably can be ignored, unless the installation of new AGE or a new

shop requires power or air-conditioning or buildings oeyond those

already installed. If heavy duty equipment is required, it is possible

that lengthy amortization policies and multiple -se aspects can mini-

mize the impact of faclilty additions in a single-irem evaluation.

These costs must be considered, however, as items are aggregated and/or

AGE units are assembled into shi-p sets and organized by Table of Allow-

ance. In addition, where bare base operations must be considered, the

mobility penalty of deploying a large facilities vackage must bc

directly related to the repair benefit it produces. The model can be

used to make this evaluation.

To sunamrize--most ,acilities units have joint use potential, and

the decisionaaer must decide the allocation of cost, weight, and

aaortization schedule for a particular evaluation. Once this is done,

the model will develop the applicable cost benefit apportionment. In

general, the higher the facilities cost allocated to the item-AGE set,

the less likely that local repair would be justified. If costs are

high and specific to a given shop or item such as an LSAT or air-

conditioner, even the highest-cost, highest-demand items cannot Justify

dispersed repair facilities on the basis ot the cost-benefit evaluation.
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AGE GkOUPS

While item by ite' cost-benefit analyses are useful, they may

not be straightforward because of the joint-use ciaracteristics of

most AGE items. For example, the costs of a single unit of AGE may

be allocated among all the items it repairs, or alternatively the

composite-weighted demand characteristics of all items may be evaluated

against a unit of AGE. These evaluations may produce different re-

sults, neither of which is appropriate when the total AGE-repair en-

vironment is considered. The solution used in RM-3845-PR to aggregate

AGE and items by shop may be more appropriate when allocation and

amortization problems are difficult to resolve.

Since the AGE itself must be sited in suitable environments and

must be maintained and calibrated by other AGE, some of these coats

should be allocated to the cost of doing base level repair. Facilities

costa are discussed above. The cost of AGE can probably be developed

as it was for the PACER SORT exercise, through the development o' AGE

family trees. This method grouped the AGE and all supporting equip-

ment by Airborne Work Unit Code and thus related the AGE to the re-

coverable end items. This method does not fully reaolve the problem

of allocating costs completely, as soxie AGE can be used on more than

one WUC set, but it is convenient for data collection and analysis
purposes.

In evaluating the cost of repair, no mention has been made of

the quantity of AGE required at either the base or depot level to do

the repair task that the item parmeters imply. Only the cost of one

unit of AGE or AGE shop set is used in the model. (The model can,

however, accept the cost of multipla units of AGE if the user has

specific knovledge of the number of units that are necessary for base

location differences or desired deployment postures.) The reaoon for

this is that, in general, AGE units are under-utilized and queues

rarely form in the repair process for moot recoverabe itm. It

II

Poect PACER SORT -Final Report. Vol. 1, Part IV, I-IV-D,
Hq AVLC, 30 Jun., 1967.
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estimating depot costs, 'he cost of a single unit is also used since

even though the depot receives recovera ,les from many bases, usually

itL is poss.ble to operate with orly a single AGE unit. For most re-

coverable items, economies of scale are not great. 'he depot also has

the option of work scheduling and multi-shift operation to smooth the

workload ond minimi?.e the impact of ququeing, except on the very high

demand iteme. Tn any event, the model user can use a stngle unit of

AGE or a net of AGE, and ran evaluate a range of alternatives

As a final nute, once a decision to position the AGE or a shop

te,: of AGE has been made on the basis of the foregoing analisis, or.

should expect that 3omc AGE may show very ,ow utilization rat(s.

however, AGE utilization itself is not a true measure of its vilue

to the support 7ocess.

ITF11 GROUPINGS

Item groupings are another method of avoiding arbitrary Joint

cost decisions. E wever, the method of developing item or system

groupings for analysis purposes may present some diffi ulties. Aa an

example of the type of allocation problems that may be encountered

in the evalution of the value of multi-use AGE, t!-e following situa-

tion can be posed. AsbuAe that a particular unit rf AGE (a teat henci)

can be used to repair three different items. The items and the AGE

unit have the characteristics shown in Table 2.

Table 2

ITEM CHARACTERISTICS

Item $ Value Daily Demand Rate Weight (lbs)

A 10,000 .07 20

B 1,000 .03 20
C 5,100 .10 50

AGE 50,000 2000

All other parameter. that describe the end items and the support

situation wre identica' and were held constant throughcut the example.
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Using PRAM, we made the runs shown in Appendix C. The item

evaluations were made by allocating the cost and weight of the AGE

in proportion to the daily demand rates (DDRs) of each of the using

items. Referring now to the individual analysis for each of the items

(A, B, and C) as shown in Appendix C, we have aggregated the five-

year total ioscs for each item (Table 3).

Table 3

FIVE YEAR TOTAL COSTS

Iten No AGE ($) AGE Available ($)

A 77,783 47,488
B 8,350 9,142
C 56,297 43,982

Total 142,430 100,612

It is quite clear from this example that the AGE available case costs

are much lower than the alternative, and the decision to buy the AGE

to s-.pport all three items appears justified. Analyz.is of the indi-

vidual item decisions would not be appropriate since the allocation

of AGE weight and costs is artificial, as Table 4 indicates.

Table 4

AGE ALLOCATION METHOD

Allocated Allocated No AGE
Item $ Value DDR Unit Wt AGE Cost AGE Wt Lowest Cost?

A 10,000 .07 200 17,500 700 No

B 1,000 .03 20 7,500 300 Yes
C f,000 .10 50 25,000 1000 No

Composite 6,150 .20 92 50,000 2000 No

The above table als,; as)-s the characteristics of a composite

item representing an alternative method of making the same evaluation.

The parameters defining this item repiesent the weighted average of

each of the chavacteristics of items A, E, rad C. They are weighted

in prorortion to the DDR, and the composite item DDR is the sun of
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the individuql DDR items. Evaluation of this item is clearly in the

direction of the AGE Available cost also. Appendix C reveals the No

AGE case costs to be $115,576, and the AGE Available costs $85,375.

We do not recommend the use of the composite item approach, since

the aggregation of DDRs tends to bias the cost evaluation toward the

No AGE case, even though this was not the case in the example. The

bias is caused by the stockage model pooling effect, which reduces

the total stockage costs of the composite item.

Any analysis involving allocated, composite or Joint costs

requires rigorous and detailed evaluation by the decisionmakers. All

alternatives need to be investigated, especially during the provision-

ing prncess, before maintenance and mobliity concepts are defined.

During provisicrtng, most support alternatives are still open, and

the method of evaluation used may have a large impact on future system

support concepts and costs. lit all probability, the derision process

would have greater provisioning implications if it were made on an

item basis considering the repair AGE set as a unit rather than the

other way around. The decision would affect both the item require-

ments for stock Levels and the AGE provisioning process simultaneously.

Sich decisions are joint in nature, and the model could provide an

evaluation of the cost structure over a range of near-optimal stockage-

repair policy alternatives.
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TV. CONCLUSIONS

In Sec. I, we emphasized the importance of the RID process in

terms of its impact on the resource allocation process. Once the

selection of a weapon system for a particular role or mission had been

made, the development of a maintenance and support concept had to be

refined to the equipment level. In this instance, the RLD process

was either dictated by the operational requirements of the weapon or

evaluated in some model or decision process that estimated the cost-

benefit relationships. The model described here would be useful in

making this type of initial evaluation.

In a typical weapon life cycle, this kind of evaluation would

most likely take place after the development contract had been completed

and the initial production designs were underway. It would bp -srt

of the AGE provisioning process, since much of the data required for

model operation would have to come after the AGE had been designed or

conceptually defined. Most data would be available prior to the

publishing of the Consolidated Aerospace Ground Equipment List (CAGEL)

required for AGE provisioning. This list provides information on the

size, weight, power and environmental requirements, and cost of the

AGE. It also defines the calibration and test equipment required

and lists the end items AGE services. With this information available,

the model can be properly employed in the initial provisioning process.

There are possible other applications, at least two of which may

have use after the weapon is in the field and the initial conceptual

and provisioning decisions are made. The first is the use of the

model in evaluating alternative mobility postures. In this evalua-

tion, the model can be used to estimate the repair demands of the

deployed unit and the cost-benefit relationship of various AGE spares

postures. The mobility parameters of a range of possible postures

can be developed and the break-even cost-benefit points for various

item-AGE combinations can be portrayed for the decisionmakers.

The second application has relevance to the modification review

process. Whenever an extensive design change or modification is being

contemplaced in order to improve the Performance, reliability, or

~777I7iiI777
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maintainability if a recoverable eni item, some estimate of the modi-

fication's imract on the repair process must be made. Given an

estimate of the changes in failure patterns, NRTS rates and repair

AGE requirements, the model c.-n be employed to reestimate the cost-

benefits sirface. Theie reestimates could result in c ,anges to the

repair concept, mobility conceit, or both.

It is obvious 'hat system managers must continually make decisions

that haic lgistics impact. on both the operational and support com-

mands. These decisions nus- be continually revised and evaluated. A

model s,.>-h as tl,! on.. escribed herein may be iseful in systematically

organizing the decision varfiblos into cosL--benefit displays for easy

communicatiLn to all elemen i:;. thf decisior process.
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Appendix A

JOSS PROGRA'!

J.tlete I;

Roger.
lRecall itor, I (age).
bone.
I'ype .11I [).1,rr-.

1.01 Set D=24.
1.02 Type "Cost of base repair in $/imbh?".
1.03 Demand d(l).
1.04 Type "Cost of depot repair in S/mmh?".
1.05 Demand d(2).
1.06 Type "Shipping cost ($/Ib)?".
1.07 Demand d(3).
1.1 Type "Daily demand rate of the end item?".
1.2 Demand L.
1.3 Type "Order and shipping time (days)?".
1.4 Demand T.
1.5 Type "Max no. of nAits in backorder condition?".
1.7 Demand B.
1.72 Type "Cost of unit end item ($)?".
1,73 Demand p.
1.9 Type "Cost of AGE CS)?".
1,91-Demand P.
1.911 Type "Life of AGE (yrs)?".
.912 Demand y.
1.915 Type "Weight of AGE (bs)?".
1.916 Demand g.
1.92 Type "No checked-repaired actions?".
1.921 Demand n(1).
1.922 Type "No checked-found-servicable actions?".
1.923 Demand n(2).
1.924 Type "No NRTS actions?".
1.925 Demand n(3).
1.926 Type "No Condemned?".
1.927 Demand n(4).
1.93 Type "lean time checked-and-repaired (hrs)?".
1.933 Demand i(1).
1.9331 Set a(11:a(1)/D.
1.934 Type "Mean time checked-found-servicable (hrs)?;'.
1.936 Demand a(2).
1.9361 Set a(2)=a(2)/D.
1,94 Set N=n(1)+n(2)+n(3)+n(4).
1.q41 Do part 2.

2.01 Type "Unit weight?".
2.011 Demand Wo

2.02 Type "Repair manhours per job to fix?".
2.021 Demand r.
2.03 Type "Repair manhours per job to find servicable or condemn?".
2,031 Demand 1.

2.1 Type "Cost of additional tech data ()?".
2.11 Demand u(1).
2.12 Type "Weight of additional tech data (Ibs)?".

Preceding Page Blank
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2.13 Demand u(2).
2.14 Set U = u(1) + [(u(2))e(d(3))].
2.2 Type "Allocated annual cost of facillitles and power ($)?".
2.21 Demand m(l).
2.22 Type "Weight of facilities and power (lbs)?".
2.23 Demand m(2).
2.24 Set M x m(l) + [(m(2))*(d(3)).
2.3 Type "Cost of additional spares for AGE and end-items ($)7".
2.31 Demand z(1).
2.32 Type "Weight of additional spares (lbs)?".
2.33 Demand z(2).
2.34 Set Z = z(l) + [(z(2))*(d(3))].
2.41 Type "Discount factor?".
2.42 Demand h.
2.43 Set hzl-h.
2.44 Set H=(1-h*5)/(1-h).
2,5 Do part 9.

3.1 Set w z [(d(2)).r + (d(3)).2.W.L.360.
3.2 Set b(1)Z[n(I)/N1]-d(1)L.-r.360.
3.205 Set b(5)=[(n(2)+n(4))/N].L.1.d(1).

360.3.21 Set b(2) a r(n(3))/N].W.36O.L.2.(d(3)).
3.22 Set b(3) v L*[(n(3))/N).(d(2)).360.r + P/y.
3.23 Set b(4 ):'b(1)+b(2)+b(3)+b(5)+U+Z+M/y.
3.3 Set K(1) = [Q(2)].w.(d(3)) + H.b(4).
3.4 Set Y(2) a g.(d(3)) + K(1).
3.5 Set Y.(3) = Q(1).W.d(3) + How.
3.6 Set K(4) = K(3) + C 1).
3.7 Set K(5) = K(2) + C(2).

7.'1 Do part 10.
7.12 Do part 20.
7.13 Line.
7.14 Line.
7.2 Type form 1.
7.21 Line.
7.3 Type Q(1),Q(2) in form 2.
7.31 Line.
704 Type C(1),C(2) in form 3.

7.5 Type web(4) in form, 4.7.51 Line.

7.6 Type K(3),K(2) in form 5.
7.61 Line.
1.7 Type K(4),K',5) in form 6.
7.71 Line.
7.8 Type B,b in form 7.

8.05 Do step 20.1.
8.11 Set q():L-[(n(1)+n(2))/N].a(1).
80211 Set q(2)zL-[(n(3)+n(4))/N].t.
8.13 Set q(3)=sqrt[3@(q(1)+q(2))].
8014 Set Q(,)zip~q(1)+q(2)+q(3)].
8.141 Set Q(2)=Q(2) 1 if fptq(1)+q(2)+q(3)]2.5.
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8.15 Set A(2)= S(Q(2)).
8.21 Set q(4)=L.To
8.22 Set q(5)zsqrtE3-q(4)J.
8.23 Set Q(1):ip~q(4)+q(5)J.
8.231 Set Q(1)=Q(I)+1 if fp~q(4)iq(5)]2:.5.
8.24 Set t=T.
8.25 Set A(1)=S(Q(1)).
8.26 Set C(l)=Q(1)op*
8.27 Set C(2)WQ(2)op.
8.3 Do part 3.
8.41 Line,
8,42 Line.
8.43 Type form 1.
8,431 Line.
8.144 Type Q(1)qQ(2) in form 8.
8,441 Line.
8.45 Type C(1),C(2) in form 3.
8,461 Line,
8,46 Type w,t.(4) in form 4.
8,461 Line.
3.47 Type K(3),K(2) in form 5.
8,471 Line.
8.48 Type K(4),X(5) in form 6.
8,401 Line.
8.49 Type A(1),A(2) in form 7.

9,1 Do part 7.
9.2 Do part 8e
9.3 Pase,

10.1 Set twTo
10.2 Set sul.
10,4 To step 10,5 if S(s)9B.
10.41 Set s28+1l.
10.42 To step 10.4,
10.5 Set C(1)zs-p.
10.6 Set Q(1)as,

20.1 Set tuToI(n(3)in(4))/NJ~a(l).(n( 1)/N)a(2).(n(2)/N).
20.2 Set sul.
20.4 To step 20.5 if S(B)SB
20.41 Set sxs+1.
20.42 To stop 20.4.
20.5 Set C(2usiope
20.6 Set Q(2)-s.
20.7 Do part 3.

Type all forms.

Form 1:
No AGE AGE Available



Form 2:
Optimal Stock Level

Form 3:
Total Stockage Cost $__$____

Form 4:
Yearly operating cost $ $____

Form 5:
5-Year Operating Costs $ ____

Form 6:
5-Year Total Cost $____

Form 7:
Avg No Units in Backorder -.-- -

Form 8:
Chapt 11 Stock Level
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Appendix B

JOSS EXAMPLE

.o AGE AC4 Ava.lable

Optimal Stock Level 1q A

Total Stockage Cost 5 19000 ! 8000

Yearly operatinr cost S 259.0 q 26732

5-ear Operating Costs 1 106620 S 11021

5-year Total Cost S 125620 5 I.IA971

Avg No Ifnits in Rackorder .050 .050

No AGE AGE Available

Chapt 11 Stock Level 18 6

Total StorJiage Cost S 18000 S 6000

Yearly operating cost S. 590 2 26737

5-Vear Operating Costs $ 106595 $ 110871

5-Year Total Cost S 1?L595 $ 116871

Avg No Units in Backorder A082 .1894
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Appendix C
ITEM ALLOCATION 

EXAMPLE

p2lO0000

Lz.07
W"200
P=17500
g=TrlO

; part '0

Item A

No AGE AGE Available
Opr)timal Stock Level 6 3

Total S-ockase Cost $ 60000 $ 30000

Yearly operating cost $ 4284 $ 4207

,-Year Operating Coats 1 1"78! $ 174,88

-Year, Total Cost $ 77783 S 47488

Avg No Lnlt in Rackorder .010 1010

No AGE AGE Availj i
Chapt 11 Stock Lev.l 5 2

Total Stockage Cot $ 50000 $ 20c00

Yearly orerAtinp oost $ 4264 S 42,07

S-Year Or*rating Costa $ 17743 S 17448

S-Year TotWl Cost S 6"43 S 374,8
Avg No UiIts in Backorder .328 .032

I
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01)

L)O 11Cd't 'I.

item B

No AGE AGE Available

Optimal Stock Level 42

Total Stockage Cost $ 4000 $ 2000

Yearly operating cost $ 1058 $ 1727

5-Year Operating Costs $ 4350 $ 7142

5-lear Total Cost $ 8356 $ 9142

Avg No Un~its in Backorder .010 .0.,o

No AG-; AUk Available

Chiapt 11 Stock '.evel 3 1

Total Stockage Cost S 3000 $ 1000j

Yearly operating cost $ 1058 $ 1727

5-Year Opor~ting Co,,-s $ 434f; 7 138

5-Year Total Cost $ 7sA46 $ 8138

AvCj No Units in Backorder' .016 .034



p= 500(0

L=.10
W=50

P=25000
g=100(.
iopart 9. Item 

C

No AGE AGE Available

Optimal Stock Level 8 4

Total Stockage Cost $ 40000 $ 20000

Yearly operating cost $ 3960 $ 5798

5-Year Operating Costs $ 16297 $ 23982

5-Year Total Cost $ 56297 $ 43982

Avg No Units in Backorder .010 .010

No AGE AGE Available

Chapt 11 Stock Level 6 2

Total Stockage Cost $ 30000 $ 10000

Yearly operating cost $ 3960 $ 5798

5-Year Operating Costs $ 16277 $ 23962

5-Year Total Cost $ 46277 $ 33q62

Avg No Uhnits in Backorder .051 .082



(omposite Item

No AGE AGE Available

Optimal Stock Level 13 6

Total Stockage Cost $ 79950 $ 36900

Yearly operating cost $ 9130 11713

5-Year Operating Costs $ 37626 $ 48475

5-Year Total Cost $ 117576 $ 85375

Avg No Units in Backorder .010 .010

No AGE AGE Available

Chapt 11 Stock Level 10 4

Total Stockage Cost $ 61500 $ 24600

Yearly operating cost $ 9130 $ 11713

5-Year Operating Costs $ 37571 $ 48438

5-Year Total Cos $ 99071 $ 73038

Avg No Units in Backorder .077 .053
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